
 

Drawing /Fall 2019 

We will create and the following projects and touch upon some of the specific standards in art, but 

we will not be limited by a list.  Some lessons take 2 class periods or more.  We, always, have 

fantastic discussions about artists and or media in our lessons.  We, always, use correct vocabulary 

for art.  We try to achieve quality work over quantities of work.  Sometimes, our list of projects is 

over planned, or we might change it a bit due to interest of the students, abilities, or time 

constraints.  This is because of our focus on quality over quantity, however, we always, get a great 

body of work finished together!  Homeschooling is fantastic like that! 

 

1. We will learn about different drawing mediums and some different techniques! 

2. We will learn how to use graded pencils. 

3. We will draw realistic eyes together. 

4. We will draw realistic mouths, ears, and noses together.  

5. We will draw realistic hands together! 

6. We will learn facial proportions and draw a portrait!  Students will need a photograph for this 

one! 

7. We will use drawing mannequins and learn proportions for figure drawing!   

8. We will create gesture drawings of our friends. 

9. We will draw using a grid 

10. We will cover basic perspective drawing.  We will use 1 point, 2 point and 3 point.  We will 

draw our rooms! 

11. We will practice and build skill in this class. 

12.  Students will be given a weekly assignment for homework 

13.  If we have any more time, we will fill it! 

14.  All lessons are open-ended, meaning that we start with an art concept or art history and are    

learning those, but we finish as individuals!  We are all so different, and so it reflects in our 

art expressions.   

 

 

 


